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BACKGROUND

REDESIGN OBJECTIVES

The San Jose State University Mobile application for
the iOS was released on July 8, 2010 to provide
students access to information. It has seven primary
functionalities: campus map, directory of staff and
faculty, campus news, events, athletics, King Library,
and class schedules.

General Redesign Objectives
 Context: Account for context of mobile use, streamline for
efficient use on-the-go.
 Organize: Better categorization and organization of information
aids users in visual search.
 Design: Use aesthetically pleasing color, improve spatial structure
 Visual Clarity: Increase visual clarity of information, decrease
potential for ambiguous interpretations and errors.

One of the key features on the application is the
“Events” feature which gives students, faculty, and
community members instant access to a list of events
on campus. Users are given access to lists of events
occurring around campus as well as details of
individual events.

PROTOTYPE
New feature page
for quick-access to
major events.

List of seven categories
viewable without finger
scrolling (optimum 7 +/-2).
Maintained optimum target
selection size for device
(88px for iPhone 4S).

Add Features
 Navigation Bar: Users want an efficient system for navigation.
 Search: Functions to aid users in need of a specific event.
 Bookmarks: Allow users to save for quick access, decrease the
load on memory for recall.

EVALUATION METHODS

Categories can be sorted by type or subject for
easier
searching,
removed
ambiguous
categories.

REDESIGN PROCESS

Expert Evaluation
An heuristic evaluation process was utilized with a standard checklist
(Jakob Nielsen’s “10 Usability Heuristics”) by four usability experts. Details
of each screen and function were analyzed and problems with the current
Events feature were identified and documented.

User Evaluation
To measure efficiency and errors, we gave two users tasks and recorded
completion time for each task as well as where errors were made. These
users also participated in a survey conducted using a Likert-scale for
satisfaction. Semi-structured interviews provided additional qualitative
evaluations from users.

Brainstorming
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify goals, objectives and scope.
Analyze use case scenarios.
Storyboarding of users’ task process.
Establish design concept.
Consider touch and swipe interactions.
Comparative analysis of similar
mobile applications.

Card Sorting
• Closed-card sorting using 2 sets of
pre-determined categories with real
SJSU event names.
• Open forum with users about
satisfaction of new categorization sets.
• Refinement of category names.

RESULTS
Expert Evaluation

Low-fidelity Sketches

Added navigation bar
with labeled icons.

Multiple view options.

Fixed day
date display.

and

Locations ( or other info)
in grey (Gestalt grouping
by color reduces time to
scan titles).

Large, clear font with
good contrast increases
readability.

Events Listing in a category

Links
location
campus
map.

to
on

Visual feedback of selection
(icon looks “pushed in”).

Added
text-input
search feature.
Added
bookmarks
feature that organizes
saved events by date.
Keyboard pops up
when
search
feature is selected.

Icons conform to
known stereotypes

Single Event Detail

User Evaluation
 Low efficiency: Average 1 minute 8 seconds to find specific event.
 High number of errors: Users found task difficult, leading to
frustration and one failure.
 Low satisfaction: Rated task difficulty as high, overall satisfaction with
feature as low.
Feedback & Comments
“I wish there was a search bar!”
“There are too many categories… which one do I need?”
“Font size is hard to read.”
“I need a reminder for events I want to go to.”
“The event details are hard to read, it’s so disorganized!”
“If there was a navigation bar, it would be easier to use.”
“How do I know what are the best events on campus to go to?”

Bookmark
button.

Organized display chunks
information effectively.

• Initial sketches of task flow and levels
of interaction.
• General design and format.
• Create new visual elements such as
icons & buttons.
Listed Categories of Events

Indicates number of
events in each category,
thereby
preventing
wrong
clicks
when
categories are empty.

High-fidelity Prototyping
• Built wireframes based on sketches.
• Adobe Fireworks was used to create
high-resolution prototype images.
• Touch-Action Prototypes (TAP) tool was
used to create interactive prototype.
• Upload prototype on to iPhone for
testing and refinements.

Refinement
• Test for technical errors and mistakes.
• Survey users with prototype.

EVALUATION OF PROTOTYPE
Users were asked to navigate prototype freely and encouraged to think aloud. A semi-structured
interview obtained information on general first impressions, satisfaction with design and details.
Validations
Change Feedback & Fixes
User Satisfaction Ratings
 Users instantly connected to the  Navigation icons seem ambiguous.
all new functions, (especially
Fix: Added labels.
search & bookmarks) and were
 Transitions did not feel natural.
able to use them intuitively.
Fix: Followed iPhone guidelines for
 Users were pleased with the
all transitions.
visually aesthetic design and
preferred
the
organized  Subject view is more useful.
interface.
Fix: Made it the default view.

